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American Studies
Major Approved
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Oscar L6pez Rivera
Oscar Lopez Rivero,

#87651-024
FCI Terre Haute, PO. Box 33
Terre Haute, IN 47808
Oscar was born in San Sebastian,
Puerto Rico on January 6, 194 3.
His family moved to the U.S.
when he was an adolescent.
Adapting to his new home, he
managed English well enough
to help the Spanish speaking
adults in the neighborhood make
their way through the maze
of public and private services.
Like many young Latino and
African American men, he was
drafted into the U.S. army. It
was in Viet Nam that Oscar
began to understand what it
meant to be Puerto Rican in
the United States, and the need
for a people to control its own
destiny. His service in Vietnam
earned him the Bronze Star.
When he returned from the
war in 1967, he found that drugs,
unemployment, housing, health care and
education in the Puerto Rican community
had reached dire levels and immediately
set to work organizing to improve the
quality of life for his people. Oscar worked
in the creation of both the Puerto Rican
High School and the Puerto Rican Cultural
Center, and participated in the development
2

of the Committee to Free the Five Puerto
Rican Nationalist Prisoners. He was involved
in the struggle for bilingual education in
public schools and to force universities to
actively recruit Latino students, staff and
faculty. He helped to found educational
programs at the maximum security prison
for men at Stateville, IL. He worked
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Que Ondee Solo

Que O ndee Sola was est abli shed 1n 1972 and
remains the oldest Puerto Rican & Latina/o
university student publication in the U.S. Our
mission is to provide the NEIU community w ith
a relevant and engaging publication that deals
with student issues with a focus on Puerto Ricans
and Latinas/os, our communities, and our potrios.

is publi shed at N ortheastern Illinois University.
Th e opi nions expressed in Que Ondee Sola do
not necessarily reflect those of th e A dministration.
Responsibility for its contents lies solely w ith the
staff

Que Ondee Sola continues to affirm the right
of Puerto Rican self-determination, freedom
for all Puerto Rican political prisoners, and
support for a truly participatory democracy.
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We appreciate and encourage
suggestions and contributions.
Contact Que Ondee Sola
5500 N. St. Louis Chicago, IL 60625
Room E-041
(773) 442-4583
queondeesola@gmail.com

El Grito That Will Always
Be Remembered ·
Que Ondee Sola staff celebrates the
142nd Anniversary of the Puerto Rican Revolution

El Grito de Lares was the principal cry for
Puerto Rico's independence. In the 19th
century, Puerto Rico was still a colony
of Spain, but on September 23rd, 1868
hundreds of Puerto Ricans revolted and
acted on a plan that was many years in
the making.These were jlbaros; they were
starved for independence and made the
struggle against Spanish colonialism their
priority. They committed themselves to

fight until the island gained its freedom.
Frustrated by the lack of personal, political,
and economic freedoms, Ramon Emeterio
Betances and others organized to strike
out against Spanish tyranny. Slaves and
. oppressed wage laborers of different
backgrounds refused to live under these .
conditions. Puerto Rico was at a critical
moment in its history: taxes skyrocketed
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and forced conscription into the Spanish
Army had increased because Spain
required money and soldiers to continue
its war against the Dominican Republic
-- a war it had begun to recapture
its old colony. The early Puerto Rican
independence movement was not only a
cry for freedom, but it was a gesture of
solidarity with its Dominican brothers and
sisters across the Canal de la Mona. For
this reason, the Flag of Lares was inspired
by and closely resembles the flag of the
Dominican Republic.
The poorly trained and ill-equipped
rebels were nonetheless passionate and
determined to strike a blow for their
independence and self determination.
These heroes had taken over City Hall of
Lares.They raised the new revolutionary
flag, which was made by Mariana Bracetti.
This flag is a witness to the passion,
the sweat, and the blood spilled in the
uprising now known as the Grito de
Lares. Although this revolt was repressed
in the short term, El Grito de Lares is an
event we honor and celebrate to this day
because we know it to be the awakening
of a sense of Puerto Ricanness. Whereas
prior to I868, residents of the island
identified themselves as being from a
neighborhood, from a town, or from the
mountains, etc. they now saw themselves
as a people living and working in different
parts of a shared land -- with a shared
experience and destiny.
El Grito de Lares did not achieve its

immediate goal; Puerto Rico has yet to
gain its independence, however, once this
seminal protest occurred, the determined
struggle for dignity and independence
could not be extinguished. Soon after
the uprisng in Lares, similar disturbances
took place against Spanish rule in Ciales,
Las Mar(as, Ad juntas, Utuado,Vieques,
Bayamon, and Toa Baja. El Grito de Lares
inspired generations of Puerto Ricans to
struggle for self-determination and for the
liberation of our land. Boricuas on the
Island as well as in the Diaspora are proud
of the legacy of El Grito de Lares. We are
grateful for our visionary heroes and we
aspire to be as noble as they were. We
commemorate El Grito de Lares with
the solemn respect it deserves. It is an
historic holiday that engraves the birth of
a people's shared identity forged through
the struggle for liberty and independence.
In the words of Ramon Emeterio
Betances: "Querer ser libre es empezar
serlo" - "Wanting to be free is to begin
being it."
On September 23rd, 20 IO the staff of
Que Ondee Sola magazine held an event
in our office, E-041, to celebrate El Grito
de Lares, with Puerto Rican artist from
NEIU and our community.The rappers,
Righteous and Free Will allowed us
to enjoy their stories through poetry,
students Angel Velez and Ruthy Venegas
jammed with poetry and bomba, and
the Editor of QOS, Xavier Luis Burgos
educated students, faculty, and staff of the
revolt.
5

Updates for
Latino & Latin American Studies Program
The LLAS Major proposal received a favorable unanimous vote yesterday at
the Board ofTrustees' meeting.The proposal will now be sent to the Illinois
Board of Higher Education. While the duration of this next and final review by
that body is uncertain, we are hopeful that the major may be functioning by Fall
20 I I as proposed in the submitted document.We wil l keep you informed of
further developments.

Victor Ortiz, LL.AS coordinator

QJ

Take the Latino & Latin American Studies (LLAS) class

~ Puerto Ricans & The Caribbean
~
'\J

Tuesdays & Thursdays 9:25-10:40am • SCI 364 • Ref# 21836
Spring 20 I I @ NEIU

Update for
Latina/o Cultural & Resource Center
Dr. Francisco Gaytan (Dep. of Social Work), Miguel Cambray (Director of the LCRC),
and student leaders are working to engage and survey the new Latina/a students
on campus for a project that will hopefully increase the Latina/a completion rates at
NEIU in the next four years.Through this project, we hope to understand the different
experiences of Latina/a students on campus and what are their needs, in order for this
institution and the LCRC to help them through their educational journey.
6

in the community against drugs and
police brutality. He also worked on
ending discrimination in public utilities
like Illinois Bell, People's Gas and
Commonwealth Edison. While those in
the community respected his tireless
work, the establishment took action
to stop him in his tracks. He and other
young Puerto Ricans, inspired by heroic
guerilla movements throughout the world,
decided their work for the independence
of Puerto Rico could best be conducted
in clandestine fashion.
He was arrested in 1981, accused of
being a member of a cl andestine force
seeking independence for Puerto Rico,
and sentenced to 55 years for seditious
conspiracy. In 1988, as the result of a
government-made conspiracy to escape,
he was given an additional 15 years, a
sentence which will begin only after he
has finished serving the 55 year sentence.
His release date is 2027, when he will be
84 years old.
From 1986 to 1998, he was held in the
most super maximum security prisons in
the federal prison system, in conditions
not unlike those at Guantanamo under
which "enemy combatants," are held,
conditions which the International
Red Cross, among other human rights
organizations, have called tantamount to
torture.Then, after seven years in the
general population of a maximum security
prison, he was transferred to a new, more

harsh penitentiary which is the home of
the federal death row. In 2008, for the
first time since his arrest in 1981, he was
placed in a medium security prison , albeit
with the unique condition that he report
every two hours to corrections staff.
In spite of 28 years of adversity in prison,
Oscar has maintained his integritypolitical, physical, emotional, intellectual.
Physi cally fit, studious, and focused , he
reads voraciously, keeps up to date with
current affairs, and writes. He has also
become a talented, prolific artist, whose
drawings and paintings form part of an
itinerant exhibit with Carlos Alberto's
ceramics, Not Enough Space. On the
occasion of the 25th anniversary of his
and Carlos Alberto's imprisonment, the
National Boricua Human Rights Network
and the Comite Pro Derechos Humanos
toured the exhibit throughout the United
States, Puerto Rico, and Mexico.
Oscar's daughter, Clarisa, lives in Puerto
Rico with her daughter Karina. Because
of the harsh conditions, including noncontact visits, Karina was not able to
touch her grandfather until she was 9
years old. Their family visits are few and
far between, because of the expense of
long distance travel, and because arbitrary
and punitive visiting policies serve as a
disincentive.

- National Boricua Human
Rights Network
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Continued from page 2

The Tainos of Haiti

Haiti or Ayiti, the original Ta(no name, is
on the island of Hispaniola; the people
who originally inhabited this island were
the Ta(nos.The word Ta(no means "good
people." The Ta(nos were the first people
Christopher Columbus encountered
on his voyage and on all accounts were
extremely nice and hospitable. They fed
and welcomed Columbus along with his
fellow travelers. The Ta(nos were neat
and clean people who bathed frequently;
this prompted a Spanish law forbidding
the practice (Golden pg. 36).There were
some difference between Ta(nos in Puerto
Rico, Cuba, and Hispaniola, but they seem
to be cultural differences.
In terms of pre-Columbian issues
regarding Ta(nos there was the Ta(noCarib conflict. "Ta(nos and Caribs may
have visited violence on each other, and
there is little doubt they did not like each
other ... a Carib war party arrived and
8

attacked, was successful or repulsed,
and the Ta(nos, from all accounts
returned to what they were doing
before the attack" (Golden pg.
36). However, some say that this
was a myth created by the Ta(nos
to instill fear to the conquistadoras.
Christopher Columbus mistakenly
promised Spain vast riches from
Haiti, specifically gold.The Ta(nos
were required to give a tribute
of gold to the invaders.When
this failed, a new system was
implemented: the encomienda
system. The encomienda system was
basically a "paid" slavery system where the
Ta(nos "sold" their labor to the Spanish
and the Spanish "paid" them with a
religious education and protection. This
system of social stratification spread
throughout the Caribbean and the rest of
Latin America.This system was obviously
problematic because it created a system
of inequality.
Today, much of the population ofTa(nos
in Haiti were devastated by the advent
of colonialism.The Ta(nos of Haiti, much
like all the native people of the Americas,
were not immune to disease, which
caused the severe devastation to their
population. When the Indians died they
were systematically replaced by African
slaves.Today there is a a large African
descended population in Haiti.

Naci6 El Mundo

Lucumi Creation Myth
Lucum 'is a syncret ized religion that
com bi nes Yo ru ba traditio ns and
Cathol icism. Lucum1 is t he Cuban versio n
of the Yo ruba tradition. Lucum1 is also
practiced in large part by Latinos.The
Yo ruba practice survived t he transat lantic
slave t rade .
O ne interesting aspect of Lucum1 is that
there is no one offi cial governing body.
When the Yoruba traditions became
catholicized the Lucum1 t rad it ion was split
into branches by the preservers of t he
religion.These important preservers were
mostly all women.Today an olorishapriest of the orishas, can trace their linage
all the way back to the first practicing
olorisha's in Cuba; others as far back
as Africa. An orisha is an intermediary
between humans and God. These
branches or ramas created variations in
several rituals, beliefs and oral traditions.
Therefore, there are varying accounts of
the creation of earth.
The general story is that there was one
God and God had an orisha create t he
Earth .To create the Earth, God gave
the o risha a gold chai n, a bag of dirt
and a hen. Lucum1 deals primari ly wit h
the orisha.The belief is t hat God do es
not deal in petty human problems, so
practitioners must petition an orisha.The
orishas include Orula, Ellegua, Oggun,

O chosi,
O sun,
O batala,
Yemayaa
O chun, O ya,
Chango ,
O rishaoko,
Babalu
Aye , Osain
and the
~
personal o risha we have in our head, O ri. ~
God gave the o rishas a piece of his powe r fb
and granted them an aspect of nature
they would dominate.
~
There was one supreme and omnipotent
god, Olodumare; Olodumare lived in
the lower section of heaven above the
Earth that was then made up of all
water: One day, Olodumare decided to
create earth. Olodumare sent Obatala
to perform the task. Obatala is the orisha
of the owner of white cloth, his color is
white. He represents "Ori Tutu" o r cool
headedness. Olodumare gave Obatala
a gold chain, a small bag of earth and a
five-toed hen. Obatala was instructed
to descend to t he Earth usi ng t he gold
chai n, and w hen he reached to bottom of
the chain, he was to pile the loose earth
on the water, then place the hen on the
pile and have her scatter the earth with
her toes over the water: When Obatala
was finished, he climbed back up the
9
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~

chain and told Olodumare what he had
done. Olodumare sent his chameleon to
verify that the earth was dry. Once it was
confirmed, Olodumare named the earth
"lie lfe" - the sacred house. Olodumare
then decided to distribute his powers
called ache. He gathered Obatala and
Yemaya -mother of the sea and mother
of the other orisha-and gave them a
share of Olodumare's power. Olodumare
gave the other orisha control over certain
aspects of nature. Olodumare gave Ellegua
the crossroads, Chango lightning and
thunder, Oggun and Ochosi the jungle and
forest, and Ochun the river and waterfalls
among others. Finally, Olodumare gave
Obatala the authority to create human
life, so Olodumare returned to the Earth
and created humans. According to the
Lucum( faith, humans are all considered
children of Olodumare-god almighty
and Obatala.
Olodumare had Obatala create the
earth. Olodumare gave the orishas
dominion over the aspects of human life
and nature. Olodumare gave Yemaya the
ocean, Olokun the deep ocean, Oya the
whirlwinds and tornadoes, and Orula the
wisdom of life and !fa.There is one god,
Olodumare; Olodumare's powers were
distributed among the orishas. In terms
of visions and dreams, there is another
syncretic religion that is often practiced
in parallel with Lucumi called Espiritismo.
Espiritistas are people who believe in the
daily interaction between humans and
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spirits- Egun.This religion is a mix of the
Yoruba Egungun tradition and Catholicism.
In Espiritismo, Egun can also be petitioned
to help a person's life. Espiritistas work
frequently with Egun and are more
spiritually open. Espiritistas are often
spiritual mediums; they can be possessed
by a spirit and have visions and speak
for the deceased. The orishas can also
send dreams to the olorisha or Aleyouninitiated follower of Lucumi. Dreaming
with the orisha is often considered a
blessing. Espiritistas use a spiritual tool
called "Oju Egun" or ancestral shrine
called a Boveda in Spanish.The Boveda
is composed of glasses of water, food,
rum, and religious artifacts based on the
ancestors' religion. According to the
tradition, there are two realms in the
world: lkole Aye and lkole Orun. lkole
Aye is the visible realm and lkole Orun is
the invisible realm of the orisha and Egun.
Once a person dies their spirit leaves to
lkole Orun. Based on their actions in life
they will ascend into the upper levels of
lkole Orun or stay closer to lkole Aye.
Espiritistas hold Misas or seances to pray
for the spirit at their Boveda. Another
way to elevate the spirit, especially if
the deceased was Catholic, is to hold
a Catholic mass in their honor. Lucum(/
Espiritistas believe firmly in the afterlife.
These aspects are only scratching the
surface of the Lucum( tradition, which
could be studied for decades.

Women Presidents of Latin America
campaign and
she has promised
to continue his
policies.Those who
know Rousseff
describe her as a
"tough cookie", and
as a determined,
pragmatic woman
who likes to get
things done. One
of her nick-names
is 'the iron lady'.
She is said to be
astute, with a
strategic, logical
mind.
Her father was an
immigrant from
Bulgaria, and her
mother a school
teach er.

Diln,a Rousseff
of the ruling Workers' Party has just been
elected president of Brazil - a nation of
almost ·200 million people, and a rising
global power.
She is a career diplomat, and was - until
running for the presidency - chief of staff
to President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva;
before that she was energy minister.

W hile a student in the 1960s, she joined
the left-wing armed resistance against the
military dictatorship. Although she says
she was never involved in violence herself,
she was seen as a key figure within the
movement. She was arrested and held for
three years, during wh ich time she was
tortured. Ms. Rousseff was released in
1973, resumed her studies in economics,
and then joined the civil service.

Lula gave her his full backing during the
11

Laura Chinchilla.

President of Costa Rica 2 0 I0-

Laura Chinchilla was sworn in as president
of Costa Rica in May of this year, after
a conclusive victory in elections in
February. She is with the centrist National
Liberation Party, and was vice-president
under her predecessor, Oscar Arias.
Ms. Chinchilla has held several
government posts and comes from a
political family. She studied in Costa Rica
and at Georgetown University in the U.S.

~

Ms. Ch inch il la is regarded as a social
conservative, and is opposed to gay
marriage and abortion. She has promised
to continue with the free-market policies
of fo rmer President Arias, and to expand
on Costa Rica's free trade deals.

~
~

~~ Cristina
~ Fernandez de Kirchner,
President ofArgentina 200 7-

Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner swept to
victory in the first round of Argentina's
presidential election in October 2007.
She took over the presidency from her
husband Nestor Kirchner. The two worked
closely together, and were dubbed "the
Clintons of the South". Mr. Kirchner died
of a heart attack at the age of 60 in
October 20 I0.
Christina Fernandez has a long trackas a senator. She studied law at university,
record in politics dating back to the late
and is known for her work campaigning
1980s. She has worked in the regional
on human rights and women's rights.
parliament, the national parliament, and
12
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The U.S. in Central America

United States policy in Central America
at the turn of the century was remarkably
different from that between Cuba and
the U.S. While the U.S. militarily occupied
Cuba in order to establish a strong and
visible presence in the region so as to
expand its military, political, and economic
interests and investments, such a foothold
was relatively absent in most of Central
America and direct interventions were
rare. Nonetheless, since the 1820s, U.S.
entrepreneurs, soldiers, and adventurers
traveled and populated the region and

(1898-1962)

contributed to the rebellious escapades.
One of these adventures included a takeover of the Nicaraguan government by a
U.S. Southerner named William Walker,
who established himself as President.
Walker was subsequently defeated by a
united Central American army (Langley,
2002). Furthermore, by the 1890s, a
sizable population of U.S. citizens had
settled in the Bluefield province of
Nicaragua, expanding into the banana,
lumber, and gold mining industries
and were resentment of Nicaraguan
13

governmental authority over their towns.
The British Empire also had colonial
outposts in Central America, which
threatened the values set forth in the
Monroe Doctrine.

~
()
\ I\

Therefore, in I850, following the values
of the Monroe Doctrine, the U.S. and
Great Britain signed the Clayton-Bulwer
Treaty, limiting British territorial expansion
and putting to a halt the race to build
a canal in Nicaragua, which would be
a major source of trade and military
interests (Langley, 2002). Despite the
agreement, the U.S. continued to find
ways to build a canal in the region,
establishing conventions of inquiry in

VJ
QJ
~ bNicahrag1u8a810·n I8h67Fand hi 8b84. Hobw~lvd~r,
\J
yt e
s, t e renc egan u1 1ng
~ a canal in the Panama province of Gran
<:::'.) Colombia, but did so in vain.The U.S., of
course, happily took up the challenge.
QJ When a Liberal, semi-nationalist dictator
~ named Jose Santos Zelaya came into
t')r- power in Nicaragua and refused to give
\J the requested concessions to the U.S. in
their pursuit in building a canal; the canal
simply went to Panama in exchange for
supporting pro-independence rebels
trying to part with Gran Colombia.

By I906, war broke out again between
the Central American states, with constant
invasions between the countries of
Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, and
Nicaragua, while Panama and Costa
Rica stayed neutral. Zelaya invaded
14

Honduras in order to ensure a stable
government for his cronies and to keep
the nation from being involved with his
hated enemies in Guatemala.The U.S.
at this point was solely interested in
brokering peace instead of direct military
intervention even though the country
consistently sent marines to police the
Caribbean region in protection of their
citizens inhabiting Nicaraguan towns
(Langley, 2002). Nonetheless, there was
differing opinion in terms of U.S. policy
in the region: "[Secretary of State] Root
believed the United States must be the
judge of the behavior of Central America's
states; [Naval officer] Fullam and his fellow
officers argued that the United States
must be the policeman, the guarantor
of law and order. .." (Langley, 2002:54).
By 1907,Theodore Roosevelt became
increasingly interested in the affairs of
the region and with Secretary Root's
guidance, organized a Central American
Peace Conference in Washington D.C.
The conference, with representatives
of five Central American countries, was
successful in establishing a peace treaty
among the states, which also agreed
to settle disputes at the new Central
American Court in Costa Rica, built by
wealthy U.S. industrialist, Andrew Carnegie
(Langley, 2002).
This peace was short lived. By 1909, a
revolution broke out against Zelaya by
disgruntled Nicaraguans with support
from the U.S. inhabited towns and also

the government of Guatemala.The
U.S. Consul, which saw Zelaya as a
troublemaker, also vocally supported the
rebellion. However, the U.S. government
did not send in troops to intervene
and continued the policy of guarding
their towns.This, in turn, allowed for the
Guatemalan government to continue
to supply the rebels through the U.S.controlled region, solidifying Zelaya's
defeat. Persuaded by the Mexican
dictator, Porfirio D(az, Zelaya resigned
soon after and installed a successor, Dr.
Jose Madriz (Langley, 2002).

money to easily persuade Estrada to
destroy any vestiges of Zelaya's nationalist
regime - breaking up his monopolies,
compensating foreign residents of any
losses, and putting the U.S. in control
of customs (Langley, 2002). Although
Estrada's also resigned as President, and
a former mining company functionary,
Adolfo D(az, was installed, U.S. and
Nicaraguan relations intensified with New
York banks buying out Nicaraguan debt
and reorganizing its financial interests,
while other companies built railway
stations.Thus, this set the stage for a U.S.
military intervention - as private U.S.
investments increase in Latin America,
so does the call from those investors for
their protection by the U.S. government.
By 19 12, a Civil War broke out between
pro-D(az and anti-U.S. rebels and the U.S.
obliged itself to intervene, occupying the
country for 15 years!

Madriz continued the policies of Zelaya,
which included suppressing the rebellion,
which roared on even after Zelaya
left, but this was futile without the full
cooperation of the U.S. Madriz soon left
the country and new a president was put
into place: Juan J. Estrada.This President,
unlike the last two, was determined to
win favor from the U.S. and to rebuild
It was obvious that ''the putative reasons
the economy of Nicaragua. He promised
for plunging ever deeper into Nicaraguan
elections and asked for loans from the
troubles [ was the] preservation of the
United States. As stated earlier, prolonged Monroe Doctrine, protection of the canal
military interventions in Central America
route, and security for American lives and
was not the goal or strategy, and now
interests .. .'' (Langley, 2002: 183).This was
with this willingness from Nicaragua to
ever more true in the fact that although
, U.S. marines occupied the country,
intertwine its economy more strongly
with the U.S., "dollar diplomacy" became
another civil war broke out between
the official policy. "Control of Nicaragua's the Liberals and Conservative factions.
finances offered the key to American
The U.S. was concerned about their own
success ..." (Langley, 2002:61 ).Thus, it was
lot in the region, not in the welfare of
through "dollar diplomacy" that the U.S.
the general population or the political
increased its foothold in Nicaragua, using
process.This attitude towards Nicaragua

15

by Samoza on
Februaury 21 , 1934.

~

~

Three years later,
Anastasio Samoza
Garcia, leader of the
Ni caraguan National
Guard led a cou p
against President
Sacasa.This was
the beginning of
over forty years
of Samoza rule.
Samoza and his
family would
essential ly control
almost every aspect
of Nicaraguan life.
The Samoza family
United States' military occupation of
had monopolized large quantities of land,
Nicaragua, which had been in place since
natural resources, and goods for export.
1909. After numerous military operations
After several years as president, Samoza
against the guerilla movement, Sandino
decided not to seek re-election. His
and his comrades managed to evade
successor proved to be too liberal and
capture. Eventually, the United States
tried to restrict the Nicaraguan National
military withdrew from Nicaragua in 1933,
Guards power. Consequently, Samoza
but not before establishing a National
led another coup and was once again
Guard that was meant to serve the
President of Nicaragua. On September 21,
United States. Anastasio Samoza Garda
1956, Samoza was shot died eight days
was put in charge of the newly formed
later. Samoza was succeeded by his son
National Guard. With the United States
Luis Samoza.The Samoza rule would last
military no longer occupying Nicaragua
another twenty-three years, first under
t~e gov~rnment wanted Sandino to stop
Luis Samoza followed by his brother
his guerilla activities. Sandino was invited
Anastasio Samoza Debayle.
to meet with the newly inaugurated
Nicaraguan president, Juan Bautista
While under the Samoza regime, the
Sacasa, but was ambushed and executed
Nicaraguan people faced severe inequality
by the Nicaraguan National Guard led
18

and corruption. Once a 6.2 magnitude
earthquake hit Managua on December 23,
1972, the political and economic situation
in Nicaragua received global attention.
The earthquake severely damaged the
infrastructure of Managua. Hospitals were
destroyed; emergency services were
diminished; and thousands of people
lost their homes.The government of
Nicaragua received millions of dollars
in aid from foreign nations to help with
disaster relief Much of the money was
misappropriated by the Samoza family and
other elites in Nicaragua. Puerto Rican
baseball player and humanitarian Roberto
Clemente died in an airplane crash on
December 3 I, 1972 while delivering
aid to Nicaraguan earthquake victims
after learning of the misappropriation of
disaster relief funds.

the FSLN.The Nicaraguan government
threatened all who opposed its rule with
torture and death.

The United States pressured the
Nicaraguan government to end its official
campaign of terror. The Nicaraguan
government finally did so in September
of 1977. Regardless, the Nicaraguan
government continued to intimidate
any who opposed it.The Nicaraguan
people had become restless. Mass
demonstrations began demanding that
Samoza step down. Several organizations
were formed that opposed the
government and President Samoza.
One of these organizations held 2,000
government officials hostage.The Third
Way invaded the National Palace and
managed to collect a $500,000 ransom
as well as attaining freedom for 60
The earthquake in Managua is believed to FSLN members who were in prison.
be the first real rumblings of Nicaraguan
This event only further added fuel to
revolution. After learning of Samoza's
the flames of change. Several events
actions concerning money allocated to
took place afterwards that pointed to
disaster relief many citizens of Nicaragua
a change in government.The United
called for radical change and caused many Nations had officially condemned the
Nicaraguan government. Factions of the
others to join the Frente Sandinista de
FSLN formally united with other rebel
Liberaci6n Nacional (FSLN).
organizations, and they established the
FSLN was founded in the late 1950s,
Frente Patri6tico Nacional (FPN). Over
was named after Augusto Cesar Sandino, the course of the next few months,
and intended to be a continuation of his
the FSLN began making several wellwork. The FSLN was a major threat to the coordinated moves against the National
status quo in Nicaragua.The Nicaraguan
Guard. Finally, during the second week of
government began a campaign of fear
July 1979 Samoza agreed to resign. and
and repression as a way to discourage
the Sandinistas took power.
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Latin American Poets
Paz, Corretjer, Nazario
known for his surreal style of writing,
which was influenced by existentialism,
surrealism, and in his early years, marxism.

Octavio Paz was

born in present
day Mexico City, Mexico. Paz graduated
from Colegio Williams in Mexico.
He then went on to law school, but
dropped-out soon after. Paz was critical
of totalitarianism, communism, Fidel
Castro, and human rights violations
in Cuba. He was also concerned with
Mexican identity- in particular the idea
that Mexicans have both a Spanish and
Indigenous roots and the significance
of those roots. Paz was affiliated with
the Mexican government after he was
appointed Ambassador to India. When the
Mexi can government massacred student
protesters in 1968, Paz resigned. Paz held
the prestigious Charles Norton chair at
Harvard. He also received an honorary
doctorate from Harvard. Paz won the
Nobel Prize in 1990 for his works. He
died eight year later of cancer. Paz was
20

Juan Antonio Corretjer

was
born in Ciales, Puerto Rico. Corretjer had
a view that included anti-imperialism and
Puerto Rican independence. He finished
his primary education in Ciales. Corretjer's
struggles included the independence of
Puerto Rico. At a young age, Corretjer
joined the Nationalist Youth-a pro
independence movement.The Puerto
Rican Nationalist Party, and the AntiImperialist League of the Americas-a
leftist group that opposed U.S. military
interventions in Latin America. He was
jailed several times for his political beliefs
and his activism. Corretjer has been

officially named Puerto Rico's National
Poet. Corretjer was known for his
nationalist writings and for his friendship
with Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos, the face
of the Puerto Rican independence in the
20th century. He died in 1985. Puerto
Rico's relationship with the United States
is unique to Latin America.There is no
more blatant form of imperial oppression
than that of the "commonwealth status"
of Puerto Rico.

known for her book Enrique's Journey,
which highlights the reality that many
migrant children face when trying to
make it to the United States. She actually
rode the "death trains" from Mexico to
the United States as research for her
book. When asked how her opinions on
immigration had changed after writing
her book, she responded" ... to recognize
that such a powerful stream will only
change if it is addressed at its source ..."
This statement rings true. Why are Latin
Americans leaving their lives to come
to a new foreign country? Most would
say for better economic opportunities, a
better life, and some even to escape thei r
oppressive governments. Every society
has a stratification system, but the severity
and basis for that stratification system
varies. Currently, most Latin American
stratification systems mimic the United
States model. Why are so many Latin
American countries rich in resources, yet
its people are so poor? Many leaders in
Latin America have established ties with
' the U.S. that only serve the interests of
Sonia Nazario was raised in
the US.This happens throughout Latin
Argentina and Kansas, frequently moving
America. When a Latin American leader
back and forth. Nazario received her
does not follow the U.S., an attempt to
Masters in Latin American Studies from
remove her/him from power is highly
the University of California in Berkley. She
probable. For example, Fidel Castro of
focuses on the social struggles before and
Cuba, Hugo Chavez ofVenezuela, J. M.
after immigrating to the United States.
Velasco Ibarra of Ecuador; Juan Bosch of
Nazario has won the Pulitzer Prize and
the Dominican Republic and Salvador
the Grand Prize of the Robert F. Kennedy
Allende of Chile have all had attempts to
Journalism Award. Currently, she is living
be removed from power; some of which
in Los Angeles, California and working
were successful.
on her second book. Nazario is best
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"I [will] continue my crusade for
comprehensive immigration reform."
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Speech made on October 14,
20 IO at the Latino Cultural
Center, University of IllinoisChicago

on a small plane, overloaded with relief
supplies, fl ew into a storm - and gave his
life for ot hers.
I'm not here to compare myself to
Clemente. Not at all. Few people will ever
earn that comparison. But I am here to
say that as I think about making a decision
like running for Mayor of Chicago, I try to
learn by his example . And the example he
set was this: when you make a decision,
do it based on what is best for your
people.
I love the City of Chicago. I would love to

"When I make important decisions I
try to think about Roberto Clemente.
Roberto Clemente had everything. A
great career. A rifle arm. A big contract.
Fans who adored him. And yet, he risked
it all to help others. He made a decision
that was entirely unselfish. A decision
about the greater good of his people. He
took on the dictator of Nicaragua, got
22

be Mayor of the City of Chicago, and I
believe I could do great things for people.
For Latinos, for African-Americans, for
immigrants, for gays and lesbians, for
every person in Chicago wants a better
future for themselves and their families.

families that are being torn apart and
moms and dads who are being deported.
To have a direct line to the President of
the United States to say "you have to
do more."To go to Phoenix to say "what
you are doing here is unjust and must
be stopped."To walk the streets of Pilsen
and Little Village and give people hope.To
debate anti-immigrant leaders wherever
we find them - from the ballot box to the
television talk shows.

I believe I could make a difference. And
I believe our campaign is in very strong
shape. We have lots of funding, and
commitments for more. We have plenty
of signatures on petitions. We have
enthusiasm and support and volunteers.
It's a tough time for those of us who
We have a poll that says we are in a
believe in fairness for immigrants. But
very strong position and that the Latino
history is not written by those who give
community in particular would rally to my up. And history is not written by those
candidacy. It's an exciting and important
who change battles in the middle of the
opportunity.
fight.
And so I have weighed that excitement
and that opportunity and that possibility
Today I tell you that I have an obligation
alongside of my current opportunity. And to all of my constituents and all of
my current obligation.
the immigrant families I have met and
learned from across this country. I have
I'm honored to serve in Congress. My
an obligation to not give up the fight for
constituents have sent me back many
fairness, for justice and for finally passing
times. I take their trust seriously. I'm
comprehensive immigration reform.
humbled by it. And across this nation,
immigrants are counting on me too.
I have an obligation not to give up on the
The people I've talked about today in
fight I've already begun. I have unfinished
detail.The people I've met in Jersey City
business to complete. So I will not be
and Tampa, in El Paso and San Jose, in
a candidate for Mayor of the City of
Cleveland and Phoenix.
Chicago.This is an extremely difficult
decision, and I thank with all my heart
Today, our immigrant community is under the people who have been working
attack - but we're fighting back. And I am
so hard and supporting my candidacy.
fortunate enough to be on the frontlines
But it is a decision I make knowing it is
of the battle. Fortunate to stand up for
the right thing to do.There is one and
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only one reason I am not running -- I'm
already engaged in the most important
battle I can commit my energy and time
and devotion to winning. I am onehundred percent committed to fighting
for fairness and justice for immigrants, and
to continue the battle for comprehensive
immigration reform.
Standing up for immigrants, and finishing
this battle, and winning this fight is far
more important than whatever personal
disappointment I might feel in not making
the race for Mayor of the City of Chicago.
I love Chicago. I've reached out to other
candidates today to tell them I'm not
running and to wish them well. I w ill be
engaged in this race and will still be a
voice for fairness for all of the people of

Chicago. For jobs. For better schools. For
safe streets.
But I will be that voice while I continue
my obligations as Congressman and my
crusade for comprehensive immigration
reform. I know today - that even though
I believe we would have mounted a
great campaign, an important campaign,
a winning campaign - this is the right
decision for the people I represent and
for people who count on me. So I thank
you.Today is not the end of a fight - it's
the continuation of a struggle for justice
- and I invite all of you to join me in this
very important crusade. Because with all
of you - together - we will win.
Thank you very much."

Agua, Vida y Tierra I Julia de Burgos
Yo fui estallido fuerte de la selva y el r(o,
y voz entre dos ecos, me levante en las cuestas.
De un lado me estiraban las manos de las aguas,
y del otro, prend(anme sus ra(ces las sierras.
Cuando mi r(o sub(a su caricia silvestre
en aventuras locas con el rodo y la niebla,
con el mismo amor loco que impulsaba mi sueno,
lejos de sorprenderlo, me hospedaba en las sierras.
Pero si alguna sombra le bajaba a los ojos,
me repet(a en sus aguas hasta dar en la arena,
y era mi grito nuevo como un t ajo en el monte
que anegaba las calles y gol peaba las puertas.
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A veces la montana se me vest(a de flares
e iniciaba en mi talle curvas de primavera.
Quien sabe en que manana se apretaron mis anos
sabre senos y muslos y caderas de piedra!
Se treparon mis ojos al rostro de los arboles
y fueron mariposas sus vivas companeras:
as( es como en los prados voy buscando las flares,
y alas pido en las almas que a mi vida se acercan.
Mis dedos aranaron la fuerza de los riscos,
y juraron ser indices de mis futuras vueltas;
por eso entre los cuerpos doblados de los hombres,
como puntales puros de orientacicSn se elevan.
Yo fui estallido fuerte de la sierra y el r(o,
y cred amando el r(o e imitando la sierra...
Una manana el aire me sorprendicS en el llano:
ya mi ra(z salvaje se soltaba las riendas!
Palidas ceremonias saludaron mi vida,
y una fila de voces reclamaron la prenda...
Mis labios continuaron el rumor de las fuentes
donde entrane mis anos y abasted las venas.
De ah( mi voz de ahora, blanca sabre el lenguaje,
se tiende por el mundo como la dio la tierra!
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Whittier School Stru

Overview
The parent sit-in at Whittier School in
the Pilsen community is the culmination
of faulty relations between the Chicago
Public School, local alderman, and parents
of the Local School Council. Since 2003,
Parents have been requesting for an
expansion of space at the school to
attend the growth of student population
and address the lack of space for
adult education catered to students'
parents and community members. Local
A lderman Daniel Solis, Illinois State
Representative Eddie Acevedo, and CPS
Chief Operating Officer Sean Murphy
have publicly committed to support an
expansion of space at the school site.
The field house was recently utilized by
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parents and community members as an
educational center that offered ESL &
GED classes along with other educational
programming. Parents from the Local
School Council do not agree with CPS'
decision to demolish the field house
in order to make way for an artificialturf athletic field for a local private high
school. Parents demand to keep the
space public and renovate it into a library
center to improve educational services for
students and community members. CPS
spokesperson Monique Bond claims there
is no money in the budget to renovate
the field house into a library, yet TIF funds
have allocated $356,000 to demolish the
building and the office of Congressman
Luis Gutierrez has allocated $ I million
to construct the athletic filed. Recently,

TIF funds have been at the center of
controversy since there is evidence
that they are not being used with their
initial intention for capital improvements
in underdeveloped communities.The
Whittier sit-in is a demonstration by
parents from a low-income community
who refuse to be underserved with
inadequate resources for their children's
education by existing monies that are
allocated for private interests by city
politicians

collaborate to provide the necessary
repairs to La Casita and to provide a
well-supplied and fully funded library.
Furthermore, we will collaborate with
elected officials to secure state and
municipal funding (e.g.,TIF funds) to
financially support Whittier Elementary.

• The Whittier Parent Committee
demands full disclosure and transparency
concerning all funds that will be allocated
to the La Casita renovations.
• The Whittier Parent Committee will
Here are the negotiations terms we are
participate in the allocation process for
all present and future projects at Whittier
asking for:
Elementary.
• The Whittier Parent Committee will
I .Whittier Parent Committee will
continue to manage and have access to La work with elected officials and CPS
Casita.
administrators concerning all decisions
that involve the allocation of funds for La
• Whittier Parent Committee will oversee Casita and the oversight of La Casita.
the function and use of La Casita.
• The Whittier Parent Committee will
• Whittier Parent Committee will
meet monthly in Pilsen with elected
administer all programming in La Casita.
officials and CPS to ensure deadlines
• Whittier Parent Committee will hold
are being met and the project stays on
schedule.
the keys to La Casita indefinitely
• The "Off-Limits" order will be taken
• The Whittier Parent Committee
down immediately.
will meet weekly in Pilsen with
the contractors to ensure that the
2.The Whittier Parent Committee
Committee's renovation plans remain on
demands that it receive a fully funded,
schedule.
staffed and stocked library, comparable to
the Jose Clemente Orozco School library 4.The building assessment that Aid.
by September I , 20 I I .
Solis requested in his October 8, 20 I 0
letter will not take place until the repairs
3. Whittier Parent Committee, elected
recommended by the parents' engineer
officials, and CPS administrators will
(INGENII, LLC) have been completed.
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Additionally, CPS shall
provide all required permits
for these repairs.
• The Chicago Educational
Facilities Task Force will
review the structural
integrity of La Casita and
develop recommendations
to improve the facilities
5.The storage unit directly
east of La Casita will be
removed.
6.The Whittier Parent
Committee wants to have the last
decision and approval of any architectural
blue prints provided by CPS officials.

July

• Committee holds Press Conference
regarding lead and asbestos and CPS and
Solis lack of action. Solis and CPS commit
to provide abatement before start of
school

Timeline and Facts

2003
December

• Committee and Pilsen Alliance design &
collected Whittier Needs Survey

April

• "Parents ofWhittier" Committee is
formed
• Parents committee conducts first
strategic plan advocating for school
expansion

2004

May

• Committee testifies for the first time at
CPS Capital Improvement Plan
June

• Environmental study conducted; lead
and asbestos detected
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• Pilsen Alliance coordinates free ESL
classes for parents
• Parent committee begins endeavor
to create a school library for Whittier;
parent outreached formed to obtain book
donations
• Meeting in April with Solis who commits
to return within a month with Chicago
Department of Planning staff to inform

about the process of obtaining TIF funds
• Parent committee testifies at CPS
Capital Improvement Plan at Andrew
Jackson Language Academy

to support the campaign
• In May, Committee testified at CPS
Board of Education to inform of Solis
support
• After several calls, Arne Duncan
came to Whittier and we asked why he
didn't get the old police station for our
expansion

2005
• Parents committee writes letters
to Solis to follow through with his
commitment
• Solis and assistant Juan Saldana and CPS
reps respond to letters and calls and visit
Whittier
• Parent committee testifies at Board
meeting in July in regards to the CPS and
Solis support for Whittier expansion
• Board of Education provides a letter
to the committee prepared by by
Sean Murphy then COO of CPS and
commitment to CPS expansion

2006
• In January, Parent committee goes to
testify again at the Board of Education
• Solis' new assistant met with committee
and requested all documents ofWhittier
expansion request
• Solis meets with committee and
commits to obtaining TIF funds as well as
doing the process in a short period

2007
• After committee meeting with Solis,
they receive a letter from Solis promising

2008
• Community partner Pilsen Alliance built
relationship with Malcolm X to provide 2
ESL and I GED class to Whittier's parents
and community members
• Committee supports De la Cruz fight
against CPS School Closing Plan. Whittier
advocates to keep De la Cruz 6th and 7th
graders upon closing
• Whittier needs expansion for ample
space and resources for the growing
student population of 6th-8th graders
• Committee meets with State Rep
Acevedo of 2nd District and invites him
to Whittier

2009
• Acevedo visits Whittier; he commits to
submitting a proposal to capital budget
for expansion budget
• Committee testifies at Board of
Education to continue advocating for
expansion
• CPS commitment for playground
arrives. Acevedo obtains $200,000
towards ADA compliance and expansion
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A Chica o Puerto Rican in Hartford

It always baffled me when friends and
colleagues of mine would see me outside
of the fluid boundaries of Humboldt Park
and comment, "Oh wow, you're outside
the two flags!"While such remarks are
made in fairly good-humor; they are more
telling about the deep-seated feelings
about people who do community work.
In other words, "those activists" are too
narrow-minded or insular; they do not
experience or understand the world
outside a few blocks, which of course, is
bad. All in all, a message of"I could never
do that kind of work because I'll end up
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like that" is sent.That kind of idea only
damages the possibilities of maintaining
and expanding work that seeks to
improve the lives of community residents.
And more importantly, those who get
hurt the most in the process are the very
residents themselves.
Just recently, I traveled outside the
neighborhood to attend the Puerto
Rican Studies Association Conference
in Hartford, Connecticut. Although I
listened to the work of the Puerto Rican
intelligentsia, which for me proved that

our communities can also produce great
scholars and intellectuals, I also wanted to
understand what connections could be
drawn between academia and the people
of study.This faraway New England city
always peeked my interest due to its very
large Puerto Rican community, which, in
terms of proportion, is the second largest
in the U.S. Plus, the mayor and much
of the political establishment is led by
Boricuas.Therefore, a few friends and I
ventured outside the walls of the swanky
hotel to see what links could be made
between Paseo Boricua and Park Street,
the economic and cultural center for the
Hartfordian Boricua.
As we entered Park Street, there were
visible signs of urban decay and poverty:
the multiple young men walking around
with seemingly nothing to do and
some "run-down" homes and buildings.
Of course, this is what outsiders too
often focus on, especially when visiting
communities of color. What is most
important and amazing, sometimes
overlooked even by community workers
and academics, were the distinct signs of
economic and cultural development. Block
after block there were small business
ventures that included everything from
restaurants and cafes, to bookstores,
record shops, and jewelers. As I entered
these places of business, it was obvious
that they were all owned by Puerto
Rican and Latina/a longtime residents
who also employed longtime residents

of color. Social networks and civic
engagement seemed to be rich, with
residents conversing with each other as
they walked down the street and in cafes,
and some passing out information on
electoral candidates. Furthermore, there
were multiple buildings that have been
reconstructed to look like structures in
Viejo San Juan, with pastel fac;:ades and
iron-gate balconies.There also were
murals and community centers that
depicted cultural and political themes of
the island.Yes, social ills existed, but there
was a community that was economically
vibrant and culturally puertorriqueno an important place in which to continue
addressing the problems we face as a
nation.
In Humboldt Park, we are also developing
our community on our own terms similar
to that of Hartford, holistically intersecting
economics, politics, health, housing, and
education within the framework of
Puerto Rican identity. All this is done with
the idea that in a racist and classist society,
how could we own the places we live in,
create a legitimate internal economy, and
address the issues that affect us.Thus, to
those that say that community workers
are too "stuck" in Humboldt Park, I
say that it takes a strong connection
and sense of rootedness in your own
community to truly appreciate and
understand what others have built and to
create a common agenda that will lift us
all up as a people.
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The Politics of Flags, Gandules, and Leehan
y punto. Instead, I

Oye, if you haven't noticed by now, I love
the Puerto Rican people so much. We
have done many great things and we have
an abundance of potential. Nonetheless,
due to the fact that we have been
dragged through the mud of history for
so long, we have picked-up some negative
habits that act as barricades in our way to
a healthier, more vibrant community.

Par ejemplo: Anyone who even briefly
listens to a fast-paced, ficho slamming
domino game or catches some bochinche
hidden between the aisles of the grocery
store, will notice the common "Pero
bendito, Puerto Ricans are just so lazy"
or "We are not united like the Mexicans
are!" It is just too common for us to think
of ourselves as just co llectively lacking
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suggest, there should
be a: "Los cosos
son bien mo/as, but
look at all we have
accomplished!" or
"how do you think
we can change
things?" And even
better: "how
can I challenge
myself and my
people to address
certain issues that
is understood
as pressing and
important?" I assure
you, things would be much different
for us as a community if we all asked
questions that were a little more critical
and dedicated even a little time to making
things better fo r us all.This is not to fall
into the same trap of cynicism from atop
an ivory tower, but to push and agitate
the people that I care so much about.
Undoubtedly, there will be those who
will respond to all this with: "but I don't
get into politics." Others, even worse,
will say "iLo gente de Lo Division son bien
locos!" because many of us working in
the community believe in independence
for Puerto Rico, which is an often tainted
idea. Sorry to shock you though, Boricua,
but politics is does not exist just through
a ballot box or marching down the street,

but can .be found in everything we do,
like at a domino game or the grocery
store. Mejor dicho, Puerto Rican identity
and culture is highly political and the
expressions of which speak to strong
beliefs that can serve as points for
community action.
Many of our people enjoy the smell of
arroz con gandules don't we, with a little
/ech6n on top of that during Christmas
Eve while playing parranda in the
background, right? What did it take for
that to even be possible, decades after
Boricuas came to the U.S., and still be
present amongst the third and fourth
generations? Those everyday things like
food and music from an island across
the ocean, reveals the collective push
to affirm that we should not erase
who we are. While other ethnic groups
. were skillfully allowed to Americanize
over time and forgot their language and
traditions; Puerto Ricans never hyphened
our identity to "Puerto Rican-American."
As the salsa lyrics by the black Boricua
composer, Tite Curet Alonso, eloquently
states, .'.'Yo se que no te gusto que yo

plantara bandera, pero a lo hecho pecho,
tambien yo tengo derecho" ("I know that
you didn't like that I put up my flag, but
what's done is done, I too have a right").
Even our flag, made in 1895 by proindependence exiles in New York City
and made illegal until 1952, is a colorful
political statement that we are here and
refuse to change, especially in the United

States.
Just recently I took my grandmother
and her partner to a: concert of age-old
Puerto Rican music full of trovadoras and
rapidly playing cuatro guitarists from the
. island and Humboldt Park and noticed
the songs, sung by young ladies of the
mountains, praising "our flag and our
nation." And interestingly enough, as I
looked to my left, I saw my grandmother
and her boyfriend - in their 50s and 60s teary-eyed and quietly emotional. I asked
if everything was ok and she responded:
"This reminds me of my parents and my
childhood ... I miss Puerto Rico."
She has been in the U.S. for 4 3 years
and her boyfriend, for only 3 years.Their
time of distance is different but their
physical distance is not.They no longer
live in Puerto Rico, but Puerto Rico stays
alive in them and those, like myself, who
cannot remember dancing danzas at
weddings under the palm trees. But still,
we are Puerto Ricans, whose identities
are located here, in Chicago and in
Humboldt Park, different but with strong
connections, like Spanglish, simultaneously
new and old.We are The New Boricuas,
you can say and saying so is very political.
And as we see ourselves as political
beings we must, hopefully, see that each
and every one of us can be actors in
social transformation and must do so on
behalf of the needs of our people.
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Bartolo Hernandez de Jesus
HIV/AIDS Initiative

invites you to a celebration of our
22 nd Anniversary and World AIDS Dax -
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Wednesday, December 1 st , 2010
• Altars & Candlelight Vig il
La Casita de Don Pedro
2625 W. Division St.
Time: 4:30pm-5:30pm

FREE

• Reception
Humboldt Park Field House
1400 N. Sacramento Ave.
Time: 6:00pm-9:00pm

FREE

Vida/SIDA
HIV/STI Prevention Project
2703 W. Division St. Chicago, Illinois 60622
(0) 773 .278.6737 (F) 773.278.6753
Sponsored by Vida I SIDA Advisory Board & Chicago Department of Public Health
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